
Hello, we’re Ralene and Bill from RBCre8ive,  and 
we’re reaching out about our ever expanding line of  
gaming accessories and gaming products. 

We do laser engraving and cutting and have a line of  table top gaming 
accessories and products.  Mostly geared towards the D&D genre, we 
can create products and accessories for most table top dice based or 
card based game systems.  We feature hand drawn original artwork on 
all of  our dice rolling towers, have leatherette “budget” snap-trays for 
rolling, a fantastic Mimic chest of  holding dice stash in our lineup 
already. 

Coming in the next few weeks and months will be an entire line of  dice 
rolling trays - custom made with 100% original artwork by our artists. 
These will include full-grain leather that’s laser engraved on the rolling 
surfaces, magnetic lids so the dice and a miniature or two, paper and 
pens can all travel in one tidy, beautifully crafted carry case, where the 
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lid is removed to double as a writing surface for a character sheet, and 
reveals the leather and hardwood ply interior. 

Building upon co-owner Bill’s long tradition of  gaming (his first D&D 
experience was at 8 years old on the AD&D 2nd edition), his step-son’s 
artistic talent and a love of  all things laser, this product line is available 
several ways. 

1 - We are happy to offer all of  our gaming products at a wholesale 
cost, with small minimum orders - we get it being a small gaming shop 
sometimes means ordering case quantities may not be feasible, 
especially for a higher end product that’s hand drawn, hand crafted, 
uses real full-grain veg-tanned leather that’s been laser engraved. 

2 - We are happy to offer all of  our gaming products on a consignment 
basis - where in we set the retail price, enter into an agreement with 
your business and determine what percentage of  sales you will receive.  
We are fair and honest with all pricing and percentage of  sales shared 
to ensure it’s worth your store’s time and effort as well as ours. 

If  you have another idea as to how you would like to offer our products 
- maybe online only drop ship, we’re happy to work with you on that.  
Please do keep in mind, we do have our pricing structure fairly set and 
do have MSRP and MAP (Minimum Advertised Pricing) policies to 
ensure you neither over charge or undercharge for our products, 
ensuring they are a success - while we have these if  you or we notice 
price adjustments would move more product for your shop, we’re 
happy to work with your business and specific geographic area. 

Most of  our rolling trays, dice towers and chests are made from USA 
sourced hardwood MDF core plywood - Maple, Sapele, Mahogany, 
Walnut, Cherry, Cedar and more are all available.  We also have access 
to 100% hardwood, although we’ve noticed on thinner material it’s not 
as stable as the veneered plywood in various climate testing.  Our 
leather is USA sourced, and we manufacture, laser cut & engrave and 
assemble all wood and acrylic products here in the USA. 

We have swatch photos on our website on our Mimic Chest that you 
can view to see what we currently offer as wood availability can 
fluctuate during the different seasons.  Some products, such as the 
leatherette rolling trays are imported.  We also use USA sourced 
acrylic, PatternPly and PatternPly Acrylic to create one of  a kind 
items. 

If  you have any questions do not to hesitate to contact us.


